
Sony HDCAM has become firmly established as the
de-facto High Definition (HD) production format
worldwide, with a unique track record for production
of the highest quality programming. Much of this
reputation has been built upon the HDW-F900, the
world’s first 24P CineAlta HD camcorder, which re-
ceived a Primetime Emmy® Engineering Award in
2004.

For 2006 Sony has developed the HDW-F900R, the
successor model to the HDW-F900. This new cam-
corder represents the flagship model within the
HDCAM line-up, and has been designed for produc-
tions such as drama, commercials and feature films
where a prestige 24P look is required.

The HDW-F900R combines the imaging performance
of the original HDW-F900 in a smaller, lighter chassis.
Power consumption has been reduced, new features
have been added and the new camcorder meets the
latest EU environmental legislation.

The HDW-F900R features 12-bit A/D conversion, can
record four channels of digital audio and provides HD-
SDI output as standard. It joins the HDW-730S,
HDW-750P and HDW-750PC camcorders within the
HDCAM line-up.

The HDW-F900R is supplied without a viewfinder. The
picture shows the camcorder fitted with an optional
HDVF-C30W HD LCD colour viewfinder.

This product comes with PrimeSupport – fast, hassle-
free repairs and a helpline offering expert technical
advice. Which gives you the peace of mind that Sony
is looking after your equipment, and your business.

Features
HAD sensor technology
The HDW-F900R uses Hyper HAD sensor technology
incorporating the latest FIT sensor and on-chip lens
structure. Three 2/3-inch FIT CCDs each with 2.2
million-pixels provide excellent imaging quality ac-
quiring pictures at 1920 x 1080 CIF (Common Inter-
change Format) resolution.

12 bit ADSP
12 bit A/D conversion and advanced digital signal pro-
cessing ensures excellent tonal reproduction, for the
most demanding applications.

Choice of Multiple frame rates
You can select from a number of frame rates to match
the required look for each production. 50i and 59.94i
can be selected to acquire interlaced "TV look" pic-
tures, with 23.98P, 24P, 25P and 29.97P also avail-
able for "film look" (progressive) images. Please note
that 30P and 60i modes are not supported.

TruEye Processing
TruEye virtually eliminates hue distortion, especially
in extreme lighting conditions. TruEye processes videa
data in a similar way to the human eye - processing
brightness, hue and saturation. This significantly im-
proves the reproduction of natural skin tones.

Multi Matrix
Multi Matrix provides further in-camera creative con-
trol and can be used to match colourimetry during
multiple camcorder shoots. It is also effective for ma-
nipulating the hue and saturation of specific selected
colours within a scene. One example would be to ad-
just the hue and saturation of a flower petal without
changing other colours within the picture.

Auto Trace White
Auto Trace White (ATW) is a feature that automatic-
ally adjusts the white balance as lighting conditions
change. This is ideal when shooting in rapidly chan-
ging lighting conditions (for example, when moving
from an indoor to an outdoor location). Conventional
Auto White Balance is also available.

HD CineAlta camcorder, offering 2.2 million pixels
per colour, HDCAM recording and switchable
between multiple frame rates including 50i, 24P
and 25P. Viewfinder not supplied.
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Creative control with User Gamma
The CvpFileEditor can be used with the HDW-F900R
for creation of custom gamma curves. Existing
gamma curves, generated for use with the original
HDW-F900 can also be applied.

Long record duration onto HDCAM cassettes
The HDW-F900R records up to 50 minutes onto a
small HDCAM tape when shooting in 24P mode. Max-
imum record durations at 50i and 59.94i are 48
minutes and 40 minutes.

Dual optical filter wheel
The HDW-F900R is equipped with dual optical filter
wheels. You can choose from the following Neutral
Density (ND) settings: CLEAR, 1/4ND, 1/16ND and
1/64ND, and the following Colour Correction (CC) set-
tings A:5600K, B:3200K, C:4300K and D:6300K.

Optional HD to SD down conversion
The HKDW-702 HD to SD downconverter option used
with the HDW-730S and HDW-750P HDCAM camcord-
ers can be used with the HDW-F900R. SDI or ana-
logue VBS can be output from the camcorder when
this option is fitted. Alternatively, the new
HKDW-902R board can be installed. In addition to
downconvertion, 2-3 pulldown is supported which al-
lows NTSC monitoring at 59.94i when the camcorder
is running at 23.98PsF.

Slow Shutter and Image Inversion
The new HKDW-905R option can be installed into the
HDW-F900R to add slow shutter capability (up to 64
frames) and image inversion. The slow shutter feature
can be used to either boost sensitivity or to enable
motion blur to be used as a creative tool. Image in-
version allows the camcorder to be used with a wider
range of anamorphic and film.

Picture Cache Recording
It’s always annoying to miss a great shot, especially
when shooting wildlife footage. Picture cache record-
ing provides an additional chance to capture the ac-
tion even if it occurred before the REC button was
pressed. An optional HKDW-703 can be installed into
the camcorder to provide this feature. This allows you
to capture up to 8 seconds of material immediately
before you press the record button.

Time Lapse
The HKDW-703 also provides Time Lapse (Interval)
Recording. In MANUAL mode, 1 to 8 frames are recor-
ded each time the REC button is pressed. In AUTO
mode, the overall recording time is set (e.g. 10
minutes) along with the playback time on tape (e.g.
10 seconds). Using the picture cache to achieve Time
Lapse reduces the mechanical wear to the record
mechanism.

More choices for signal output
The HDW-F900R is equipped with two HD-SDI outputs
as standard, allowing high definition pictures to be
monitored directly on-site without the need for an

additional adapter. One of these outputs can be
switched to standard definition when the camcorder is
fitted with an optional HKDW-702 or HKDW-902R
board.

Same optical axis as the original HDW-F900
The HDW-F900R uses the same optical axis as the
original HDW-F900. The lens accessories developed
for the HDW-F900 can be used without modification.

Great audio performance
Four channels of digital audio can be input to the
HDW-F900R via two XLR inputs. Each XLR receives 2
channels of AES/EBU audio data at 20 bits resolution.

Slot-in wireless receiver
You can slot a Sony wireless receiver directly into the
chassis of the HDW-750P. This adds wireless receiver
functionality without compromising the compact ergo-
nomic design of the camcorder. A Sony WRR-855A/B
can be used.

Rugged and ergonomic design
The design of the HDW-F900R is based on years of
Sony experience in camera design and provides a
high level of mobility and balance to minimise fatigue
in all shooting conditions. Combined with the view-
finder, battery, cassette and microphone, the total
weight is only 5.4 Kg.

Benefits
Superb High Definition pictures
The HDW-F900R acquires pictures in 1080-line resolu-
tion, providing an unforgettable High Definition view-
ing experience for your audience.

Increased marketability of your programmes
HDCAM has achieved an enviable reputation for qual-
ity, and programmes shot in HDCAM are accepted by
many of the world’s most prestigious broadcasters.
Shooting in HDCAM, especially at the internationally
accepted frame rate of 24P, opens up new opportunit-
ies for international co-production and distribution.

Peace of mind for High Definition post production
Over 27,000 HDCAM VTRs and camcorders are in use
worldwide, and the number of post houses equipped
with HDCAM grows every day. You can relax in the
knowledge that there is an HDCAM facility close by to
add the finishing touches to your project.

Easy integration with Standard Definition
Today more and more programme makers are shoot-
ing HDCAM, with many of them using existing SD
suites for post production. This approach provides
many advantages. These include the lower cost asso-
ciated with SD post production, and the benefit of
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retaining an exceptionally high quality HDCAM original
recording for future distribution opportunities. And
even when downconverted to SD, pictures from
HDCAM camcorders will look noticably better than
those originated in SD.

Differentiation in a crowded market
The original HDW-F900 built an unrivalled reputation
around the world for the production of the very best
in quality programming, helping establish HDCAM as
the preferred High Definition format worldwide. In
today’s multi-channel world, shooting with the HDW-

F900R ensures that your pictures stand out to grab
the attention of the viewers, essential in today’s
multi-channel environment.

Ease-of-use for minimum re-training
The latest in a long line of digital camcorders from
Sony, the HDW-F900R retains the ergonomic design
and familiar operation for which Sony camcorders
have become renowned. With the HDW-F900R, you
avoid expensive operational retraining and can gener-
ate great pictures from day one.

Technical Specifications

Please refer to the
forthcoming HDW-F900R
product brochure for a full
list of specifications.

Accessories

Batteries and Power Supplies

AC-DN10

AC Adaptor/Charger

AC-DN2B

AC Adapter (150W output) and Lithium-Ion
battery charger

BC-L70

Li-ion Battery Charger

BC-M150

Battery Charger

BP-GL65

Battery Pack

Shotgun

ECM-678

Electret Condenser Shotgun Microphone
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Lapel, Tabletop and Headset

ECM-88B

Electret Condenser Mic

Viewfinders

HDVF-C30W

Multi-format HD Colour LCD Viewfinder

Viewfinders

HDVF-C730W

6" Multi-format HD Colour LCD Viewfinder

LCD Production Monitors

LMD-9050

LCD 8.4-inch monitor

Option Boards and Modules

RM-B150

Remote Control Unit

Tripods and Supports

VCT-14

TRIPOD ADAPTOR FOR PORT. CAMERAS/
CAMC.
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